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1. Introduction. M. Edelstein, in [l], has extended the well-known

Banach's contraction principle introducing the notion of (e, X)-

uniformly locally contractive mapping, i.e., such a mapping/: M—+M

of a metric space M into M that

(1) p, q E S(x, e) => d(/p,/q) < U(p, q)

for every xEM, where e and X (0^X<1) do not depend on x. The

space M is e-chainable if for every two a, bEM there is a sequence of

elements in M: x0, xi, • • • , xn such that xo = a, xn = b and

d(xi, Xi+i) <e, i = 0, 1, ■ ■ ■ , n — 1. So, the Edelstein's extension reads:

If M is a complete, e-chainable metric space and /: Af—>ilZ is an

(e, X)-uniformly locally contractive mapping then there exists a

unique point %EM such that/£ = £.

S. Presic, in [2], (see also [3]), has considered a mapping/: Mn—>M

such that

d(/(xu Xi, • ■ • , xn), /(x2, x3, ■ ■ • , x„+i))
\   )

^ qid(xi, x2) + qid(xi, x3) + • • • + qnd(x„, xn+i)

where q^O and qi+qi+ • ■ • +qn<l and the numbers qit in (2),

do not depend on x,-. He proves that the sequence

Xa+n   ~ J\Xg, Xg_|_l,   *   •   *  , Xf-|_n_iJ

converges to a unique point £EM, such that !=/(£, £, • • • , |).

It seems natural to try to give a nonmetric form to the notion of

e-chainable space and so extend further the result from [l] and it is

interesting to try to obtain the iterates from [2 ] as usual ones in the

proof of Banach's contraction principle. Both of these will be the

aim of this paper.

2. Notations and definitions. In order to explain some of our

notations, we will repeat the definition of a metric space. Let M be

a nonempty set, M2 = MXM its direct product. A point from M is

denoted by a small and a point from M2 by a capital letter, i.e.,

xEM and X= (x', x") EM2. A metric on M is a real-valued function

|| -||: JZ2->[0, + oo) such that

1. ||x||=0<^R1X = pi?2Z  (i.e., x'=x"),
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2. lAJJHlA-1!!,    where A-1 = (x", x'),
3. |Ai o A2|| ^||Ai|| + ||A2||, where Ai o A2 is the composition of

pairs.

Instead of ||A|| we will also write dix', x") and the pair (Af, d) is

a metric space with the metric d. To each mapping /: M^>M we

correspond a new one F: M2^>M2 such that FX = (fx', fx").

Definition 1. A metric space M is U-chainable, where UEM2 if

M2 = U{U":nE N},    U»=UoUo---oU    in times)

Definition 2. A mapping f: M-+M is a (q, k)-contraction if for

every XEM2

\\F*X\\ ?k <7-MaX{||F-A||: i = 0,1, ■ ■ ■ , k - l},

where 0^q<l and FkX=FFk-1X.

It is easily seen that each contraction (i.e., (q, l)-contraction) is

iq, ^-contraction and that ||PnA|| ^qsax, where ax=Max{||piA||;

i = 0, 1, ■ ■ ■ , k — l} and S= [n/k] (5 is the greatest integer not

exceeding n/k).

Definition 3. A mapping f: M-+M is ([/, q, k) -contraction if for

every XEU

\\F*X\\ ̂ •Max{||F>A||:; = 0,l, • ■ ■ , k - l},

where 0^q<l and FUQU.
Now, we are going to prove a theorem which contains the results

mentioned above ([l] and [2]) as special cases.

Theorem. Let f: Af—>ilf be a continuous mapping of a complete

metric  space  into  itself which  is  a   ([/,   q,   k)-contraction.   If Ml

= [/{[/":  nEN}   and MXfMQMl,  then all sequences  of iterates

x„=/n(xo), XoGAf converge to a fixed point of f. When Mis U-chainable

f has a unique fixed point.

Proof. For an arbitrary A0G-^o there is r EN such that

A„ = YioYiO ■ ■ ■ o Yr;        Y( G U, i = 1, 2, • • - , r.

Let

An+i = FA"n,       n = 0, 1, 2, • • • ,

then

\\X.\\ ^ \\F"Yi\\ + \\F"Yi\\ + • ■ ■ + \\F»Yr\\

= qs-aYl + qs-aYi + ■ • • + qs-aYr = qs-a,

where

a = zZ {a-Yi'-i = 1,2, ■ ■ ■ ,r}.
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Since MX/MClMl for each xoEM, (x0> /xn)EM%, so that ||P"Zo||

^qs-a, J0=(^o, /xo). This means that the sequence x„=/nx0 is

Cauchy convergent and M being complete it converges to some

xEM. From the continuity of/ it follows that x is a fixed point of/.

In the case when M is [/-chainable, for X0— (x0', Xo")

||-Xn|| =5 qs-a—>0,        n—» oo,

so that both sequences x„' =/n(x0') and x„" =/n(x0") converge to the

same point x. Hence x is unique.

Example 1. Taking U= {X: \\x\\ <e} and k = l, we get the result

in [1].

Example 2. Let/: ilZ2—>ikf and let/: Af2-*JZ2 be such that

j(x',x") = (x",/(x',x")).

Choosing U to be

U = |(x', x", x",/(x', x")): (x', x") E M2}

and supposing, as it has been in [2], that

d(/(x', x"),/(x", x'")) ^ qid(x', x") + qid(x", x'")

and introducing a metric 5 on M2 such that

5[(x{,x{'), (*,',*,")] = Max{d(x{,xi),d(x{',xi')}

then/ is a (£/, q, 2)-contraction, where qi+q2^q<l and qi and <fr

need not be independent of x', x", x'". Let us write for short

x'" = /(x>, x"),       x™ = /(x", x'"),       xv = /(x'", *IV).

Then,

/(*', x") = (x", x'"), /*(*', *")  = (*"', ^0,

/(*", x'") = (x'", x"),        P(x", x'") = (x*v, xV)

and it is easily checked that

*LrV,*"),jV',*"0]
= Max{ d(x'", xw), d(xTy, xv)}

^ ?-Max{6[(x', x"), (x", x'")],5[/(x', x")J(x", x"')]},

which proves that/is a (U, q, 2)-contraction. Iterating the mapping

/ in the usual way and starting with the point (x0, xi) we get

/(xo, xx) = (*i,/(xo, xi)) = (xi, x^,

/(xi, x2) = (x2,/(xi, x2)) = (x2, xs)
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and so on. Since the topology induced by the metric 5 is identical to

the product topology, the sequence (x„] is convergent to the point

x and x=/(x, x). The continuity of/ and the uniqueness of x are

proved easily as it has been done in [2]. The case /: Mn—+M is

treated analogously.

Note that in [2] a sequence of mappings has been considered but

under more restrictive conditions.

Example 3. We are giving here an example of a mapping which is

not a uniformly local contraction in the sense of [l] and which still

satisfies the conditions of the theorem proved here and so has a

unique fixed point.

Let

Kn = \ix,y): ix - (2" - l)/2«)2 + y2 = (l/2»)2},

Ln = {(x, y): (x, y) E Kn, x > (2- - l)/2", y > 0}

and let Sn=Kn\Ln. If a mapping/ is defined on S=U{Sn: nEN}

such that each point ^4GS„ at the arc distance 5 from the point

(1, 0) is mapped on the point/(^4)GS„ at the arc distance 5/2 from

(1, 0), then/is an e„-uniformly local contraction on S„ (see [l]). Let

U = {iA,A'):A, A' ESn    and   diA, A') < en\.

Then S is [/-chainable and/ is a ([/, q, l)-contraction so that, S being

complete, / has a unique fixed point. (It is the point (1, 0).)
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